On behalf of Japan Alumni of Vietnam (JAV), I would like to congratulate
the JUGAS and all its members on the 40th anniversary and successes!

The JUGAS, the Japanese University Graduates Association of Singapore, is
a very strong and effective association. I had some chances to visit to
Singapore for international scientific conferences, each time I was with an
honor to go to JUGAS office and hear about the JUGAS activities. I am very
impressed by the JUGAS achievements and its active community. The
JUGAS Leaders are very kind to us, especially the JUGAS Presidents and
Secretary Generals. They have shown us many good activities and experiences for establishing and
maintaining an association of Japan Alumni. By the help and assistance of ASCOJA chapters, our
JAV has become an ASCOJA chapter and an ASJA member since April 1, 2007. Using this occasion,
we express our deep gratitude to the JUGAS and other ASCOJA chapters of Indonesia, Malaysia,
Myanmar, Philippines, and Thailand for their kindness to young chapters such as our JAV.

40 years of development and growth, the JUGAS is an example for a very effective association. As
at ASCOJA conferences and ASJA meetings in Tokyo, JUGAS always showed an important role for
ASJA/ASCOJA events. The JUGAS Leader was also the chairman of the ASJA Board of Directors
for last 2 terms, and the JUGAS has made great contributions to ASJA/ASCOJA. Thanks and
congratulations!

I would like to wish the JUGAS and all its members a greater prosperity, happiness, further
successes and contributions to ASCOJA/ASJA!
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